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SOCIAL SECURITY AND HISPANICS:
A REPLY TO THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION
by Robert Greenstein, Fernando Torres-Gil, and David Kamin
In 1998, the Heritage Foundation issued reports portraying Social Security as a bad deal for
Hispanic Americans and African Americans and touting private accounts as a vastly superior
alternative.1 The reports rested upon severe distortions and misuse of data. In a series of striking
and unusual developments, Stephen Goss, now Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration,
and Robert Myers, the former chief Actuary who for decades was the leading Social Security adviser
to Congressional Republican leaders and served as Executive Director of the 1983 Greenspan
Commission, issued analyses excoriating the Heritage reports for violating basic analytic standards.
In an analysis issued by the Office of the Chief Actuary, Goss wrote: “The [Heritage] approach
consistently overstates the expected number of years of work and consistently underestimates the
expected number of years [of benefits] after reaching retirement age. As a result, it grossly
understates the expected rates of return from Social Security retirement benefits.”2 Goss also noted
that “by their [Heritage’s] own calculations…Hispanic Americans would be expected to receive a
substantially higher rate of return from Social Security than would the general population, on
average” but that Heritage had failed to acknowledge this finding in its report.3 Myers’ critique of
the Heritage reports, published in The Actuary magazine, was, if anything, even more damning. He
described the Heritage Foundation results as “grossly in error due to faulty methodology.”4
Despite these sharply critical assessments of the Heritage reports, Heritage declined to withdraw,
or even to correct, the reports. It has continued to promote these reports in minority communities
in the seven years since.
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On June 28, 2005 the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities issued two analyses and a related
policy brief on issues related to Hispanics and Social Security.5 These analyses, co-authored with
Fernando Torres-Gil, Director of the UCLA Center on Policy Research on Aging, sought to assess
carefully the research and data in the field and to discuss the policy implications. On June 30, the
Heritage Foundation issued an attack on the Center analyses.6 The Heritage attack exhibits some of
the same trademarks of the earlier Heritage reports. It rests heavily on distortion and
misrepresentation.
Setting up “Straw Men” by Misrepresenting the Center’s Analyses
The Heritage attack claims that the CBPP’s reports reject measures to bring Social Security
deficits and revenues into line and thus that “CBPP endorses the continuation of the status quo.”
This is simply incorrect. The Center’s reports repeatedly state that a balanced mix of benefit
reductions and progressive revenue increases to restore long-term Social Security solvency is needed.
Several specific measures are discussed.
Heritage ignores this. It implies instead that the Center favors either letting the trust fund
become insolvent, leading to large benefit cuts after that date, or substantially raising the payroll tax
rate to cover scheduled benefits. Heritage launches into a discussion of why either outcome would
be adverse for Hispanics.
But the Center reports do call for action to restore solvency, contrary to the Heritage claims, and
the Center’s proposals do not involve raising the payroll tax rate. The CBPP reports criticize the
President’s Social Security plan for relying solely on benefit cuts to restore solvency, an approach
that would be injurious to the Hispanic community. The reports explain that Hispanics would fare
better under plans that restore solvency through a mix of benefit adjustments and progressive
revenue enhancements.
The CBPP reports go on to present a series of options to bolster Social Security’s revenues, none
of which involve raising the payroll tax rate. These options include raising the Social Security payroll
tax cap (now set at $90,000), an idea floated earlier this year by Senator Lindsay Graham (R-SC);
imposing a small tax on earnings above the payroll tax cap, as proposed by economists Peter
Diamond and Peter Orszag; and maintaining a scaled-back estate tax, perhaps at its 2009 parameters
(i.e., with a $7 million exemption for couples and a $3.5 million exemption for individuals) and
dedicating the revenue from that estate tax to Social Security. These revenue-raising approaches
would barely touch Hispanics; only two percent of Hispanic workers have earnings above the
payroll tax cap in any year,7 and, by 2011, only three-tenths of one percent of all estates would be
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affected by an estate tax with these features, according to data from the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy
Center. Heritage fails to acknowledge either that these are the revenue proposals the Center reports
recommend or that the reports call for combining one or more such measures with adjustments in
Social Security benefits to produce a balanced package that restores solvency.
The “Nest Egg”
Heritage also misrepresents other Center policy recommendations as well as the policy course that
Heritage itself favors with regard to private accounts. Heritage touts the approach that it favors —
“carve-out” private accounts — as allowing “low- and moderate-income workers voluntarily to build
a nest egg for themselves and their children by setting aside some of their own Social Security taxes
in a Personal Retirement Account.” Heritage fails to disclose that under the proposals for “carveout” private accounts (such as the President’s proposal and the plan recently offered by Senator Jim
DeMint), a worker’s Social Security benefits would be reduced in return for the worker’s being
allowed to divert some of his or her payroll tax revenue into an account. Specifically, a worker’s
Social Security benefits would be cut dollar for dollar for each dollar he or she deposited in a private
account and would be cut in addition by the amount that the account would have accumulated if the
account had earned 2.7 percent to 3.0 percent above the inflation rate (or about 5.5 percent overall).
Workers whose accounts earned less than this would lose money on the deal; they would be made
worse off by electing a private account. Workers whose accounts earned more than this would
come out ahead. In a recent analysis of the private accounts that President Bush has proposed, Yale
economist and noted financial market expert Robert Shiller (author of Irrational Exuberance) projected
that people electing the accounts would end up worse off 32 percent to 71 percent of the time.8
As a result, what Heritage proposes is less a “nest egg” than a bet. Some people would come out
ahead. Others would lose.
A sounder and more secure approach to building a “nest egg” is discussed in the Center reports.
Although Heritage says the Center reports argue that young workers, including Hispanics, “should
rely more on Social Security as it is currently constructed” (emphasis added), the opposite is true.
The Center analyses explain that Hispanics rely more on Social Security in retirement than do other
workers in large part because Hispanics have much lower rates of participation in employersponsored pension plans and much less in retirement saving. The Center analyses call for
substantial reforms in tax incentives and other rules related to pension and retirement plans in order
to bolster retirement saving by Hispanics.
Recent studies demonstrate persuasively that modifying employer-sponsored plans by converting
them to “automatic enrollment” plans, in which workers are enrolled automatically unless they opt
out, could increase participation substantially among Hispanics.9 Another key reform would involve
expanding a feature of the tax code known as the saver’s credit and extending this credit to workers
who do not earn enough to owe federal income tax. This, too, would have a large effect on
Hispanics. These and other such reforms related to retirement saving have been discussed in a
series of important papers issued in recent months by the Retirement Security Project at the
Brookings Institution. Such reforms would enable many more Hispanics to build retirement
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accounts — a nest egg, if you will — on top of Social Security, rather than doing as the Heritage
Foundation favors and merely replacing one type of “nest egg,” guaranteed Social Security benefits,
with another type of “nest egg” in the form of personal accounts.
To be sure, if more low- and moderate-income workers — including more Hispanics — start
building tax-favored retirement accounts such as 401(k)s and IRAs, there will be a cost to the
Treasury. These costs should be offset, not deficit financed. That can be done by closing
unproductive tax breaks — a report issued earlier this year by the Congressional Joint Tax
Committee identified tens of billions of dollars of potential savings in this area — and by scaling
back excessive tax cuts enacted in recent years for those at the top of the income scale. The Urban
Institute-Brookings Institution Tax Policy Center reports that when the tax cuts enacted in recent
years are fully in effect, people who make more than $1 million a year will receive annual tax cuts
averaging more than $135,000 each, in today’s dollars. Scaling back such tax cuts and closing
unproductive special-interest tax breaks would be a more beneficial way to fund retirement saving
accounts for Hispanic Americans than to fund such accounts by cutting Social Security benefits.
Misrepresenting the Views of the Congressional Budget Office
Finally, the Heritage paper misrepresents the views of the Congressional Budget Office. In its
reports, CBO has explained that: 1) on average, stocks generate a higher rate of return than bonds;
2) the reason that the average return is higher on stocks than on bonds is that stocks are riskier
investments and must offer a higher average return over time to induce people to take the risk of
investing in them; and 3) in assessing the returns that workers would receive from private accounts
invested partly in stocks, analysts must adjust the average returns from stocks downward to reflect
the fact that those returns are only averages and that many people will do less well.10 This process is
known as “risk adjustment.” It is scrupulously followed in all CBO reports in which CBO estimates
the retirement income that workers would receive under plans that would replace part of Social
Security with private accounts. (The Office of Management and Budget also uses this approach in its
budgetary treatment of the finances of the Railroad Retirement System.11)
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The Center analyses follow the CBO methodology to the letter. Nevertheless, Heritage portrays
the use of this methodology by the Center as something that CBO has said is “wrong.” Heritage’s
approach is deceptive here. CBO Director Douglas Holtz-Eakin responded to a reporter a few
months ago that it would be wrong to say that stocks do not produce a higher average return than
bonds (i.e., point #1 in the previous paragraph). Heritage cites this statement to make it appear as
though Holtz-Eakin thinks that “risk adjustment” itself — the very approach that CBO itself
employs in its reports and that the Center reports replicate — is wrong and should not be used.
Heritage does not explain that this methodology is the basic methodology that CBO itself employs.
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